
The Optimist and the Fatalist 

Back when I was a baby I gave my big sister two silver bracelets that I took from Mom and I 

think that was the cruelest thing I’d ever done. Not because I stole them – Mom thought it was 

generous, even. But they were so delicate and thin, the most beautiful things you’d ever seen, that 

she fell in love with them in the most narcissistic yet innocent way. She lost one after a couple 

weeks, and that drove her crazy with possession. She was so afraid of losing the other that she didn’t 

even wear it. Then she forgot all about it until we moved out and it got lost in the rubble of 

everything we had to sell, and the tragedy of what we couldn’t sell and had to leave behind in 

America at the foot of that great driveway like a dusty old hitchhiker crouched on his knapsack 

waiting for a ride. She never looked twice at anything beautiful again because she knew it was too 

damn painful to even think about the heartbreak of losing it against the small pleasure of having it 

just for a little while. 

 I liked to think of things in the opposite way, but maybe that was because, unlike my sister, I 

hadn’t really ever loved much. Even the most beautiful things I’d seen, it didn’t cross my mind that 

they I could ever actually hold them. I lacked the desire to even try to reach out and wrap both of 

my grubby little baby hands around them – I think that’s what people call the thrill of the chase – 

but I would’ve given anything to feel that thrill, even if it meant I had to cry and be sent to my room 

like my sister was when the bracelets were gone. I would even force myself to cry if that would do 

the trick. Mom and Dad and Father Stephen used to say that love and suffering were two things 

intertwined, and we shouldn’t be afraid of that because it’s beautiful as all hell. All heaven and hell 

wrapped up in one.  

I just didn’t know where to begin with the loving, let alone the suffering. I figured you’d start 

with loving and then the suffering would figure itself out after, that way you only had to really focus 

your energy on one, and could give it a pretty good shot.  



First, I thought I might as well start with Mom and Dad. That was simple. Obviously I loved 

them, they were my parents. But I also believed that it was back luck for me to think about losing 

them and I felt guilty for imagining what it would be like if they ran away from me or died. You 

could come up with some pretty gruesome scenarios if you really wanted. Then I thought about the 

neighbors down the street who brought us some of their catch wrapped in greasy pages of the daily 

papers along with a good many pies when we first moved in. But I couldn’t even think of what their 

faces looked like. Alright, this was getting pretty hard, I thought. Maybe people weren’t the way to 

go – after all, most of the time when girls talk about love, it’s for a boy, and I didn’t know many 

boys in town yet that I liked so we could just skip that one for the time being.  

I started to think my sister was on the right track with her bracelets. There was a record we 

had at home that I loved, some piano music composed by Chopin. I used to think that he was the 

one playing it, and I remember feeling a little sad when my sister told me he only wrote the music 

and it was some other man from Europe on the recording. Still, that sadness passed, because the 

music was beautiful as ever, and I didn’t care if that pianist was famous or not because he sounded 

good to me. There was enough heart in that berceuse to bleed through no matter who was on the 

keys. 

But there was a problem, still. It wasn’t the record itself, the little vinyl disc I could scratch 

and bend in my hands – it was the music it played when you put it under the needle. So if I lost the 

record, or if the machine broke, then I’d know how it is to love and to suffer? But I could always find 

another copy! Or I could even just hum the song in my head! I was starting to think that everyone 

had made a great big fuss about love when there was a pretty simple fix to every scenario, which was 

either just thinking about something else or not falling in love with silly, irreplaceable things in the 

first place, like those silver bracelets. 



Mom was always reprimanding my sister for being so vain. When Grampa came to our 

house in America I sometimes heard her telling them she was scared of us becoming ‘spoiled brats.’ 

Well, if we were spoiled, then who was it that spoiled us? Even I was smart enough to know that it 

was a two-way street, the spoiler and the spoiled. 

But Mom was a simple lady and a very good one at that. Some simple ladies can be very 

stupid, like the wife of the banker who lived at the end of the road closer to town. She was very 

stupid and wore stupid clothes that made her look like the fish we always picked out at the market 

from the ladies who lived at the end of the road that was closer to the sea. They wore browns and 

grays and the only decoration they needed was the bright silver-blue scales of the fat, delicious tuna 

in their stalls. 

“Sweet Pea,” Mom called me, “if there’s anything you’ve got to remember, it’s a kiss.” 

“A kiss?” I’d ask in disbelief. 

“KISS – Keep It Simple, Stupid.” And then I’d roar with joy, because Mom had such a bold 

tongue and would stay ‘stupid’ out loud as if daring the devil. And then my sister would stomp her 

pretty feet down the stairs and ask what the joke was, because she hated to be left out of things, and 

then I’d repeat what Mom said and then we’d shriek and she’d chase us around the garden as if we 

were street urchins from a Dickens novel, but we knew she loved us because we were good girls and 

not really spoiled brats. 

So we kept it simple. It wasn’t that hard because we weren’t stupid, so no one had to remind 

us about kiss.  

 

It wasn’t long before my sister made her way back to America. Something about those tired 

old fishwives and those razor-boned men hunched over pianos made her sallow and sick. She was 

always missing the sun, the freedom, the prosperity. I said, we have all of that here. And we did. I 



never felt more free than when I ran along the coast, never cherished the light more than on the rare 

days when it came blinding and blue, never saw prosperity like the butchers and bakers in the market 

on Sunday morning.  

She could see all of this, and she understood why I was happy. But she was very different 

from me and could not make bargains for that greatest kind of happiness, which was the American 

happiness, and in her eyes there was no equal trade. 

It was as if she couldn’t get far enough away. Like a bright red bird of paradise, she flew 

across the sea before she had even finished her last year at Divine Saviour. She made a little nest in 

Charleston, but I imagine the ocean was oppressive. The whole of her past life washed up on the 

beaches every morning with the rest of the world’s rubbish and bacteria. After that it was 

Montgomery, where she fell in love with a man who was very good but also very hurt. He chased 

her all the way out West because he believed in love and suffering and wanted to prove to her that 

he was right. He told her the very worst thing, which was that he loved her and wanted to marry her, 

and would continue following her to the ends of the earth even when he stopped loving her because 

that was the sort of commitment that beauty demanded. 

Some people might say it was a very cruel thing to promise this, but for him it was the only 

way to live. She was in love with him, too, and it struck her so without warning that it only 

magnified all of her fears of the unknown and uncertain. So he succeeded in proving his point.  

It was a very dramatic affair, but I imagine he found another woman who was nearly as 

beautiful as my sister and much less apprehensive, and things got on as they should in the stories we 

make up about other people’s lives. 

Eventually she shook him off of her trail and ended up in Nevada, landlocked in Las Vegas. 

That was when I came to see her for the first and only time. America looked good on her, and she 

looked good in America. Her skin was flushed and glowing and her hair was no longer brown but 



the warm color of wheat. She wasn’t making good money scanning groceries at the supermarket, but 

she dressed well – simply and conservatively in the fashion of our mother. 

On the days when she got off work before the sun was down, we drove in her big maroon 

Ford to the Hoover Dam and bought great long sandwiches for ourselves and some bags of grain 

and seed and corn to feed the ducks. We would look out to the basin where the Colorado River 

welled up before the dam. It was ringed with mineral deposits and wonder where all of that water 

had gone. Sometimes we sat and stared for hours to try to see if we could notice the water level 

sinking.  

“I saw it rise today,” my sister once swore. We were driving home westward and the orange 

horizon was searing an ultramarine sky. It was a shade of toxic green in the middle that made me 

want to hold my breath. 

“I call bull. Since when have you been an optimist?”  

She breathed in and sighed, deeply. “I’m not, sister. It’s just a habit of hoping against hope. I 

should be a fatalist, but I’m not smart enough to really learn from everything I’ve felt.” She looked 

at me quickly and then back to the road. “What? Don’t you ever make up lies for yourself?” 

I remember how I felt when she left. There was something powerful that had billowed up 

within me back then that made me very afraid, and I knew no better than to call it hatred. And this 

scared me even worse than its sheer force because it was the very corruption of love, within whose 

shelter and peace I had been bundled and bred. 

It was not hatred, but jealousy. At the same time as one hand was uncovering this truth, the 

other was burying it. Did she think she was the only one who dreamed of balmy coasts and jazz 

nights and smoking parlors and the blood red canyons and rivers that might usher you to another 

world? But my sister belonged to that world and for that reason I would never have a place in it. 

One of us had to hold down the balance of simplicity and extravagance in the world. It was easier to 



hate her for the role she played than to think that I was unsatisfied with the shore my feet were 

planted upon. Hatred feeds itself while dissatisfaction only makes you hungry and hungrier. 

“Yeah, I have. Big ones and little ones,” I answered. I wanted to say more, to give the whole 

truth, but I felt she already knew everything. 

“Don’t feel like a sinner for it,” she said. 

“I don’t.” 

“Sure you do.” 

 I shrugged. 

 “I don’t mean for lying. I mean for hating me.” 

 “I don’t.” 

 “Hate me, or feel bad for hating me?” 

 I rolled down the window and closed my eyes, leaning my head back. 

 

In that berceuse we used to listen to, though I’ve never seen it performed, the left and right 

hand begin in tandem, one bouncing all about while the other taps back and forth between two 

notes. It must take a good deal of coordination and concentration not to let one hand surrender to 

the other’s pattern. Then the notes begin to alternate, so while the right hand plays a key, the left 

pauses then plays while the right pauses, and they go back and forth like that before meeting in sync 

again, and from there you drift away into scales that trail up and down and half up and then all the 

way down, and then do the same thing going up the octaves.  

Something about those soft, clinking sounds reminds me of the museum we used to visit 

with Grampa when we went down to the southern states. In the café, there was a grand, clear and 

clean window that looked over the park and the pond. In those days there were no fences to keep 



the children and geese off of the lawn, so everyone and everything roamed freely. The water 

glimmered in the sunlight and if it could make a sound, it would sound just like Chopin’s piano. 

We ate scones with jam and cream and drank from big carafes full of glassy water, just me 

and my sister and Grampa. He loved all kinds of art and was an artist himself. There were odd 

sculptures that looked like birds’ nests in the park for the children to climb about, and I think he had 

a special love for those, because all of the furniture in his house looked like those nests, and even his 

shoes had that same woven look, which he gave a funny name that sounded like he was laughing 

when he said it.  

All of us laughed all of the time in that park, but up in the café was the only time you could 

hear the music of it. That was because that vast room was as perfectly silent as outer space, except 

for the occasional clinking of china and glassware, but that only added to the illusion of the pond 

and the sunlight singing a light little piano song. 

Looking out at that great pond, I was accumulating a great debt. I was too young to know 

what I was doing, too young to really understand the different kinds of suffering and which of those 

should and should not be avoided, which sometimes coincides with those which can and cannot be 

avoided. Truthfully, I had found something beautiful there that was going to cause me a good deal 

of pain. Over the years I would return to that memory as if it were a little nest of light and joy 

woven inside my mind. Whenever I looked out to the sea down the road from my home I saw only 

what I once had but could not ever have again, and after I did return to America to try to stake my 

claim in it, the light was never again the same, here nor there.  

When my sister and I stood on the bank of Colorado River reaching out into the afternoon 

light, it left its image as a blind spot behind my eyes. No matter how hard I squinted, the reflection 

of the sun still had an unbearable brightness. It was beautiful, but it was not the America I had left 

with Grampa for safekeeping. It was not the beauty I had been longing for, but another beauty 



which could not satisfy the craving the other had created. It would demand my attention months or 

years later, when I thought of my sister and how we stood there simply watching and basking in the 

plentitude of the landscape. And I would miss it, and I would yearn and there would be this 

emptiness inside of me again, greater now than when it was before I tried to fill it. 

For Grampa those days at the museum were probably like the light passing in and out of that 

window. They brought him a certain kind of exhaustion, which I can only understand now with age; 

but there was also relief, which even now I do not comprehend. The same moments which were 

lacerating my memory were probably turning gears and pulling strings within his heart for days long 

gone, which had lost their grip on his fading memory. Still, they left an indelible ache in his heart, 

I’m sure. That must have been what his sad, serious expression meant. The past seemed near at 

hand for a moment, only to disappear behind the summer clouds. 

I never saw my sister after Nevada. My memories of her are still as when we were children. I 

can hear her jangling those silver bracelets to the rhythm of a scratched record, as if Chopin had 

written the piece not with the motions of his own wrists in mind, but my sister’s. The beauty is so 

simple, but in my sister’s eyes is the look of skepticism, as if things that are so simple must be too 

good to be true, must have some sort of catch or complexity. She is always so teasingly near and real 

in those moments, yet absolutely unreachable. Even if I could stretch the farthest distance across the 

Atlantic and the whole of the North American continent to try to touch that girl I see and hear so 

vividly, I would find myself emptyhanded.  

But somehow, at the very same time, she does exist, and she is there for me to grasp. Like a 

blind spot from the sun, those memories are both an absence and a something. They’re so clear that 

they cannot be anything other than realities in themselves. I know this is true because I love her, and 

love is always a paradox, its objects moving hand in hand at the same time as they weave in opposite 

directions, across worlds and dreams and spaces and spacelessness. The promise of permanence, 



even if only in some abstract way, is the only consolation of love. Otherwise it is bitter and futile, 

which was the only side my sister knew, and in her tortured pursuit of beauty she ended up fleeing 

from love totally. It was the curse of her optimism and the fulfillment of her fatalism. 

 

We learned on the radio that evening driving home from the basin that the water levels were 

not only decreasing gradually, but doing so at a critically dangerous rate. My sister turned down the 

volume to an inaudible buzz and we drove the rest of the way back in a limbo that was not silence 

nor sound. Her hands were slack around the wheel with exhaustion, reflected in her eyes which did 

not look out to the mountains or to the sunset but only far off into space where I could not and 

cared not to follow. 

 


